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R645Recognition Memory: What’s New in
Novelty Signals?
A new study indicates that signals distinguishing between new and old stimuli
are present very rapidly in the human brain, but only when subjects are
motivated by explicit reward instructions.Malcolm W. Brown
Normally, we are very good at judging
familiarity and recognising novelty.
Indeed, there is a classic paper by
Standing [1] entitled ‘Learning 10,000
pictures’ in which he established the
impressive capabilities of human visual
recognition memory. Subjectively, the
feeling of novelty or familiarity evoked
on encountering an item also seems
fast and effortless. In this issue of
Current Biology, Bunzek et al. [2]
provide new evidence for how rapidly
neural signals underlying such human
familiarity discrimination are
generated. Importantly, their study
further demonstrates that
motivational factors may have major
effects on findings from imaging
studies.
There is compelling evidence that the
medial temporal lobe plays a critical
role in detecting novelty [3–5]. In
particular, parts of the medial temporal
lobe centred on the perirhinal cortex
are strongly implicated in familiarity
discrimination for individual stimulus
items; typically, hippocampal novelty
signals involve spatial or complex
associational components [3,4].
Perirhinal cortex is a close neighbour
of the hippocampal formation in the
medial temporal lobe. It receives
information from all over the cerebral
cortex and has strong interconnections
with the hippocampus.
The evidence for the involvement of
perirhinal and adjacent cortex in
novelty detection comes from studies
of recognition memory. Thecomplement of novelty detection is
judgement of familiarity, the basis of
recognition memory. Over 20 years
ago, it was discovered that certain
neurons in the monkey medial
temporal cortex respond strongly to
novel stimuli, but only weakly to
familiar stimuli [6]. As this effect in the
monkey may involve a quarter of the
region’s neurons [7,8], this cortex
produces a large signal when a novel
item is encountered. The involvement
of this cortex has been confirmed by
subsequent work in monkeys and
rats [3,9] and, more recently,
humans. Thus, recent functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
Figure 1. Novelty latency in monkey
temporal cortex.
The top panel illustrates the responses of
a neuron recorded in monkey anterior inferior
temporal cortex to presentations of novel
and familiar stimuli. One stimulus was shown
on each trial. Peristimulus histograms show
the average firing rate for novel and for
familiar stimuli. Dots beneath each histogram
show the times of occurrence of individual
action potentials on each trial. The middle
panel shows the cumulative action potential
count after stimulus onset for the novel and
for the familiar trials. Statistical analysis es-
tablished that a difference was present in
the 60–90 ms time bin (and all subsequent
bins). In the lower panel is shown the result
of averaging such individual neuronal cumu-
lative action potential counts across the pop-
ulation of neurons whose responses change
with stimulus familiarity. Statistical analysis
[8] indicated that novel and familiar popula-
tion responses first differed in the 60–90 ms
time bin. (Upper two panels adapted with
permission from [9].)
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The upper panel shows the larger mean signal to novel than to familiar stimuli in the 85–115 ms
time bin when the subjects were told that correct behavioural responses would gain a mone-
tary reward (the asterisk denotes a significant difference). The lower panel shows that this
difference is not found if the subjects make an equivalent behavioural response but without
expectation of reward (n.s., not significant). (Adapted from [2].)studies of human subjects have
found that activation signals
decrease for familiar, compared to
novel, items in anterior medial
temporal regions likely to include
perirhinal cortex [10–13]. Moreover,
recently, a study of a patient witha selective lesion involving perirhinal
cortex but sparing the hippocampus
found selective impairment in
familiarity discrimination for
individual items [14].
The neuronal response changes
described in monkeys occur aftera single presentation of a novel
stimulus and are long lasting
(>24 hours) [9]. The rapidity of the
change and its occurrence to rewarded
stimuli differentiates the mechanism
from that of simple habituation. There
may be a relationship with priming
mechanisms [15], though arguments in
favour of a differentiation have also
been made [3]. Studies in rats indicate
that the primary underlying neural
change is synaptic weakening rather
than response suppression [7,9,16].
In monkeys, a particular feature of
the novelty response in perirhinal and
adjacent cortex is its speed. In
monkeys, the fastest neuronal changes
signalling the difference between novel
and familiar visual stimuli, and hence
the neuronal population’s earliest
signal of visual novelty, is only
70–80 ms after stimulus onset [7,8]
(Figure 1). This novelty signal is thus
produced almost as quickly as
perirhinal neurons signal that there is
a stimulus present at all. Computational
modelling has shown that a powerful
and fast system for detecting the
novelty or familiarity of individual items
requires surprisingly few neurons;
indeed, such modelling has also
established that the number of neurons
in human perirhinal cortex could have
the storage capacity to explain human
visual recognition memory capabilities
[17]. Given the modest resources
required, such fast signalling of novelty
is likely to prove evolutionarily
advantageous as it potentially allows
a more rapid orienting response to
something new in the environment.
Previously, however, there had
seemed to be a discrepancy between
the monkey and human findings with
regard to how quickly novelty signals
are generated. Studies of event-related
potentials had shown novelty-related
effects within a time window of
100–200 ms after stimulus onset,
though these were most readily
recorded over frontal cortex; signals
of probable temporal origin typically
have been found to appear even later
(300–500 ms) [18,19]. Notably,
Gonsalves et al. [11], in a combined
fMRI and magnetoencephalographic
(MEG) study, had found a difference
between responses to novel and
familiar stimuli localised to medial
temporal cortex in a 150–300 ms time
window. The latencies of these human,
temporal signal differences are much
slower than would be predicted
from the monkey results.
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discrepancy that Bunzek et al. [2]
address in their article. What they
found using MEG is that, when human
subjects are told that they will earn
a reward (money) for responding
correctly, novel stimuli evoke larger
responses than familiar stimuli in
signals recorded over the left temporal
lobe in a time window of 85–115 ms
(Figure 2). This latency in humans,
given our larger brain size, is consistent
with the latency found in monkeys.
The explicit reward instruction was
necessary as, when subjects were
simply requested to make a novel
or familiar judgement, no change
was found at such an early latency
(Figure 2) — though changes were
evident in a longer latency window [2].
In a further potential cross-species
parallel, recordings in monkeys have
also found that perirhinal neuronal
responses can be influenced by the
reward value of stimuli [20].
Hence, in their carefully
counterbalanced study, Bunzek et al.
[2] show that a short-latency novelty
signal is only detectable when the
subjects are working for reward (a
condition that accords with that used in
monkey studies). As they suggest, this
reward-related difference presumably
arises from a difference in the subjects’
attentive or behavioural (motivational)
set. Inspection of their results does not
suggest that the increasing subjects’
motivation made otherwise small signal
changes detectable merely by
increasing their size or consistency,
but their findings do not exclude thisReproductive Biolo
Kinases Orchestrat
in Plants
Genetic studies have identified a family o
in the control of reproduction in the mo
dependent signaling pathway is active i
female gametes. Collectively, these RLK
female gametes.
Frederic Berger
Fertilization requires gamete attraction
and recognition, which is based on
exchanges of signals between thepossibility. The finding of such
a difference dependent upon the use of
direct reward raises the general issue
of the dependency of human imaging
findings on the precise instructions
given to subjects, and emphasises the
importance of carefully paralleling
experimental conditions when making
cross-species comparisons.
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DOI: 10.1016/j.cub.2009.06.031Each pollen grain contains two sperm
cells. An initial recognition step occurs
between the pollen grain and the
papillae that protrude from the ovary
receptor organ called the stigma [3].
This recognition step rejects
non-specific pollen and, in certain
self-incompatible species, pollen from
the same plant. Once recognized as
compatible, the pollen grain emits
a growing tube that penetrates inside
the ovary and is guided by long-range
cues toward the ovules [4]. Distinct
short-range cues guide the pollen
tube to the embryo sac, which contains
the gametes. A recent report has
identified these short-range cues as
cysteine-rich small peptides produced
